Overview
As part of the Cantonese Decal class, you will be giving a presentation in Cantonese about some open-ended informative topic. You will have to do some research from outside sources. Therefore, you cannot make up a random skit about anything. Suggested ideas are:

- Adaptation of scenes from a movie, play, TV program (original material can be any language)
- News report about a current event
- Interview with some celebrity or notable figure
- Tourist Guide to a certain destination
- Visit to HK Disneyland
- Shopping in HK

We welcome any other topics that are not listed here. Keep in mind the topic should not be too broad, so instead of HK Tourism, you should choose some landmark or aspect to focus on. Class time will be given so that you can brainstorm some ideas and find a teammate.

Language Requirement
The dialogue must be in Cantonese, but we advise against making it overly complicated. Simplicity will make the dialogue easier for you to perform and easier for your classmates to understand.

Groups
You may form groups of two to four. The suggested performance time is 2.5 minutes per person.

Vocabulary
For the presentation, each team must come up with a minimum of five new vocabulary words that relate to your topic. Please have the list ready when you present.

Please inform your section instructors of your topic by _____________. If you have any questions and/or if you need any help finding a topic/teammate, please email the instructor.